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Good morning, 
 
Sidewalks are the main thoroughfare for most New Yorkers, and therefore it is crucial 
that they remain clear of obstructions including snow and ice. This is especially true for 
New Yorkers with limited mobility, including people with disabilities and senior citizens. 
For this reason, New York Lawyers for the Public Interest (NYLPI) supports the goals 
of Int 0020-2022 (Int No 20) and Int 0100-2022 (Int No 100), which work in tandem 
to keep sidewalks clear of snow and ice by assisting those who cannot clear their own 
sidewalks and increasing fines on large businesses which fail to timely clear their 
sidewalks. 
 
NYLPI has for several years pushed for improved snow removal practices throughout 
the City. In 2019, NYLPI and then-Manhattan Borough President Gale Brewer’s office 
sent a letter to large property owner groups, requesting that they ensure their 
property owners adhere to their snow removal obligations under Section 16-123 of the 
NYC Administrative Code, and to remind them that failure to clear snow will result in 
escalating fines. In 2020, NYLPI and State Senator Alessandra Biaggi partnered to 
remind constituents of the same obligations. Later, in 2021, NYLPI sent a letter to City 
Council detailing the importance of clear sidewalks, including from snow and ice.  
 
After years of efforts to improve snow removal conditions for people with disabilities 
and senior citizens, NYLPI now voices its support for Int No 20, which will increase 
fines for chain businesses which fail to properly clear snow and ice, and Int No 100, 
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which will create a program to assist people with disabilities and senior citizens in 
meeting their snow removal obligations. 
 
The to-be-created assistance program under Int No 100 is a great idea to help this 
group of New Yorkers meet their snow removal obligations, while also reducing the 
chances of unintended consequences of worse overall snow removal practices caused 
by the fine reductions, which are also set forth in Int No 100. An assistance program 
will also help New Yorkers with disabilities and seniors in using the sidewalks after a 
storm to get around the City – to their jobs, medical appointments, family, and 
everywhere else.  
 
Finally, Int No 20 is a common-sense measure to increase the penalties on chain 
stores that fail to adhere to their snow removal obligations. Chain stores, with 
significant financial means, have no excuse when they fail to clear snow on their 
properties. Additionally, chain stores are often located in high foot traffic areas, thus 
exacerbating the obstructive impact resulting from failure to clear snow and ice. Lastly, 
increased fines on chain stores will ensure that the City collects the money it needs 
from fines, likely more than offsetting the reductions in fine collection resulting from 
Int No 100. 
 
NYLPI makes the following recommendations: 
 

• The City Council’s Committee on Sanitation and Solid Waste Management 
(Committee) should engage in robust oversight as the DSNY administers the 
directives of Int Nos 20 and 100, including the design of the assistance program 
for helping people with disabilities and senior citizens; 

• Int No 100 should clarify how the assistance program will be advertised to New 
Yorkers, to ensure that the intended group knows about the service; 

• The Committee should remove the assistance program registration requirement 
and/or use existing City agency data to facilitate automatic opt-in for New 
Yorkers known to be people with disabilities or senior citizens; 

• Notwithstanding the above recommendations, the bill should ensure that, when 
people with disabilities and senior citizens are fined for failure to remove snow 
and ice, they have the opportunity at that time to register for the assistance 
program; 

• DSNY should develop a system for identifying “bad actors”, including large 
property owners and chain stores, who repeatedly fail to adhere to their snow 
removal obligations, and increase fines for offenses involving these bad actors. 
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We appreciate the opportunity to testify on these important bills and encourage the 
Committee to contact NYLPI with further questions. 
 
Christopher Schuyler, Senior Staff Attorney 
New York Lawyers for the Public Interest, Disability Justice Program 
151 West 30th Street, 11th floor 
New York, NY  10001 
cschuyler@NYLPI.org 
(212) 244-4664 
 
About New York Lawyers for the Public Interest 
For over 45 years, NYLPI has been a leading civil rights and legal services advocate for New Yorkers 
marginalized by disability, race, poverty, and immigration status. Through our community lawyering 
model, we bridge the gap between traditional civil legal services and civil rights, building strength and 
capacity for both individual solutions and long-term impact. Our work integrates the power of 
individual representation, impact litigation, organizing, and policy campaigns. Guided by the priorities 
of our communities, we strive to achieve equality of opportunity and self-determination for people 
with disabilities, secure environmental justice for low-income communities of color, create equal 
access to health care, ensure immigrant opportunity, and strengthen local nonprofits.  
 
About NYLPI’s Disability Justice Program 
NYLPI’s Disability Justice Program has long fought for clear and accessible New York City streets and 
sidewalks for people with disabilities, often partnering with local officials and advocacy groups, to 
ensure removal of obstructions such as trash, trees, and snow and ice. NYLPI has also been a vocal 
proponent of improved accessibility for City programs, including the Open Streets and Open 
Restaurants programs, advocating for removal of obstructions and ensuring clear sidewalk paths. 



Testimony for NYC Council Hearing - Committee on Sanitation and Solid Waste Management - 
Committee Room at City Hall - 11/16/22 at 10am 
 
My name is Diego Barberena. I am a resident and small business owner in the Upper East Side. I founded 
my business during COVID-19 with the intent to clean up NYC streets through automatization and smart 
technologies. When fully implemented our technologies can help reduce the collection costs up to 50% 
while reducing the negative impacts of waste in the environment and in our quality of life. 
 
"Our mission is to help reduce the impact of human waste on the environment through smart and 
efficient waste management technologies." 
 
Our goals are: 
1. Reduce waste ecological impact. 
2. Reduce waste health impact. 
3. Reduce waste economic impact. 
4. Reduce waste visual impact. 
5. Improve waste collection service. 
 
These technologies are part of the 2017 Zero Waste Design Guidelines. 
 
Since March of this year we have been working with NYCHA to implement some of these technologies 
with the mission of improve their residents quality of life as well as help increase their recycling rates. 
During the summer we meet with the NYCHA and DSNY Support Services Team, including Executive 
Deputy Director Giovanni Iannielo and Deputy Director Michael Matkovic. Fabricators came from Europe 
and answered all their questions. 
 
I moved to this city in 1996 at the age of 26, to study graduate school at Columbia University. 26 years 
later the world has changed a lot, but garbage collection in New York City hasn’t. Today’s trucks are 
basically the same trucks we were using last century. New York is stuck in the era of the fax machine 
while many cities have moved to smart collection technologies. Cities with less resources like San Miguel 
de Allende, Mexico, has underground containers that keep the garbage underground until it is collected.  
 

 



 
Buenos Aires, Argentina has bilateral collection systems that makes waste collection twice as fast while 
keeping the trash in an enclosed high-capacity container at all times. In none of these systems trash is 
collected by hand. They are collected by mechanical lifters, that make the collection faster, as well as 
safer for the worker.  
 

 
 
The only smart collection system that the city has, other than the last century pneumatic collection 
system in Roosevelt Island, are the self compacting bins that we see in some parks and high traffic areas 
around the city. But I just learned, form a DSNY member at my community board meeting, that the 
Sanitation Department refuses to service them. Someone else is in charge to empty them and put the 
plastic bag in the sidewalk. Also the weight of the bag is limited by law, rendering the compaction 
advantage obsolete. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kfJEQ0tc2RY 
 
Not investing in new technology has a high price for the city. It comes at a great monetary cost with a 
high negative impact to our quality of life. This bad service gets reflected directly in our rat problem. If 
the service were to improve, the rat problem will diminish. 
 
This level of service is unacceptable for the US Federal Government. HUD has requested from NYCHA 
that garbage plastic bags can not be on the sidewalk for more than 24 hours. NYCHA has determined 
that with the current level of service provided by DSNY, this is not possible. 
 
To solve this problem NYCHA has decided to start a pilot program and lease their own trucks with the 
latest in waste collection technology. All the waste will always be in a rat proof metal container easily 
accessible to their residents. Their will be a container side by side for every waste stream which will 
make recycling easier and more effective. With smart sensors the truck will be able to pick containers at 
the right time, not too full, not too empty. This translates in better service with less truck traffic. 
 



The budget for this pilot project is 4 million dollars for 5 years, which is the budget of one day at DSNY.  
  
City Council has allocated one million dollars for containerization, but almost a year later there is very 
little to show. Metal boxes similar to what has historically existed outside of walk-up buildings, have 
been installed in areas like Times Square. A few months later does containers are falling apart. Real 
containers are designed to last over 10 years.  
 
The only other glimmer of hope is what I heard recently Commissioner Tisch (DSNY) said, as follow up to 
her speech of new garbage schedules, that there is a 20+ week effort from DSNY into studying 
mechanically lifted waste containers solutions. Since then, I have looked for any information about this 
effort and I haven’t found anything. I my member City Council Member, and received no answer. At my 
Community Board 8 Manhattan Sanitation meeting I asked about it and everyone present, from the 
Community Board and from the City, had no idea what I was talking about. I was even told that 
containerization is only for commercial waste and that there is no plan to implement it for residential 
waste.  
I also heard Commissioner Tisch in the Brian Lehrer Show, where she said that there are many questions 
regarding this technology, like how big these containers can be? The answer is 6 CY and 24 CY for 
underground containers when equipped with a compactor. Lifters can pick upto 1.7 Tons, more trash 
that what a city sweeper can hold. Each pick can be done in 90 seconds. You can easily fill the big 10 ton 
truck in less than 2 hours. Currently it takes an entire shift to collect the same amount of trash by hand.  
https://www.wnyc.org/story/nyc-tries-new-tactic-battle-against-rats/ 

Commissioner Tish also said that she will need to change all DSNY trucks. As it was said DSNY replaces 
trucks constantly in order to maintain an average age of 4 years. To maintain this average the city needs 
to replace 200 new trucks every year, 4 new trucks every week. If these new mechanical lifted 
technologies are adopted, DSNY just will need to buy less new trucks with the old configuration and 
some with a new configuration. Change will be gradual like the change to electric cars or any other new 
technology. Current trucks can be fitted with rear lifters permitting bigger containers to be used, not 
limited to the current weight limit, as a machine, not a human, will be doing the work. Just this small 
change will put us in parity with London and Paris. 

The bilateral lifters equipped new trucks are the same old trucks just fitted with a mechanical lift arm 
technology that can easily do the job of 2 trucks. That translates into less pollution, less traffic, and the 
need for less trucks.   

Another question Commissioner Tish had is what happens when it snows? The answer is nothing, these 
containers are being used in Switzerland, Germany, Norway, Sweden, Finland, Latvia, and almost all 
other northern European countries, who tend to get more snow than NYC. Currently when it snows in 
NYC, waste collection stops. 

Commissioner Tish also asked how often they will need to pick them up? The simple answer is once a 
week, but the smart sensor will predict the best pickup time and generate dynamic and efficient pick up 
routes. The system can be designed to meet any desired collection frequency.  

Overground containers are flexible and can easily be moved from one place to another in minutes, 
adjusting its placement to the city ever changing need. 2 of these containers take space of 1 parked car 
and will hold the weekly waste of 100 residents. 4 of them will take the waste of 200 people. One of 



them can be for composting, one for paper & carboard, one for plastic and metal, and the other one for 
mix waste. 

How much will it cost? $10 dollars per New Yorker per year. Each top-of-the-line container, will cost less 
than $5,000, which will take the waste of 50 people for one week. $5,000 divided by 50 persons by 10 
years (expected life). That is with less than 90 million dollars a year, NYC can move the entire residential 
waste to steel containers, which is 5% of DSNY 1.9 Billion budget.  

If DSNY really has a 20+-week study into these mechanically lifted technologies, I will like have more 
information. Commissioner Tish said that this was going to be a shovel ready project. By the end of this 
20+ weeks, it will be to late for any input. I think these efforts should be coordinated with NYCHA, as 
they are more than 20 weeks ahead.  

There is no need to reinvent the wheel. There is no need for a bigger budget. Collecting waste is done all 
around the world, but all the global cities that compete with New York do it better. I will be glad to help. 

If anyone present wants to see these containers, there are 4 samples at NYCHA LIC office. 

 

Diego Barberena 
diego.barberena@wastetech.us 






